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queries at each site These expressions reveal the user
reference clusters (URC's) to the database and these
URC's can be used ss a means to partition the relations
horizontally However, the mformatlon contained m the
user queries 1snot sufficient to estimate URC's precisely

ABSTRACT
This paper concerns estunatmg the user reference
clusters of a database which can be used m partltlonmg
a relational database horizontally during a dlstrlbuted
database design Usmg the knowledge about the data,
the user queries are converted to eqmvalent queries by a
proposed mference procedure The user reference clusters estimated from these revlsed queries are more preelse than those which can be estimated from the ongmal
user queries An extension of the language of first-order
calculus 19 developed for the representation of the user
queries and the knowledge-base The types of knowledge
to be stored are dlscussed An example dlustrates the
way inference 19 carried out, and the soundness of the
inference 1salso discussed

In this paper we suggest an approach for better
estimating URC's by utlhzmg not only the user query
expressions but also certain knowledge about the data
itself The whole approach 19 formahzed by constructmg, what we call a KnowledgeBased System (KBS)
The KBS cons&s mainly of two parts (Figure l),
namely, the knowledge base constltutmg some specific
knowledge about the data, and the inference mechamsm
which IS a rule-based inference system [N&JO) The
inference mechanism applies the knowledge m the
knowledge base to the user queries and generates new
equivalent queries The URC's derived from these new
queries are more precise than those which can be derived
from the ongmal queries Determining horizontal partltlons of relations from these estimated CJRC's 19stralghtforward Therefore, we address the followmg three questions

1. Introduction
A suggested practice for dlstrlbuted database design
IS to hrst partltlon relations horizontally and then dlstrlbute the fragments over a gven network [RoGo77,
TeFr82] The methodology of lmplementmg such an
approach has been addressed m only a handful of pubhshed works [woKa83, CeNW83) A major difficulty 19
that there are no known sigmficant criteria which can be
used to partltlon relations One proposed approach
[WOK&~] 19 to analyze the expressions for the user

(1)

(2) What types of knowledge should be utilized for this
purpose?
(3)
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How should the user quenes and the knowledge be
expressed so that the knowledge can be apphed to
the user quenea m a deductive way?

How should the inference be carned out’

In Section 2, we first formalize a database ss a
many-sorted structure Then we introduce a first order
language called a manv-sorted laneuaee with aemvanable (L,) associated with that structure In this
section we also discuss how & 1s different from the
ordinary many-sorted language (L,) In Section 3 and
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#‘I sort objects and each D,
1 EI , D, Isthesetof
constitutes the I’* universe of DB , for each 1 E J , R,
1s
relation on
{D,},E,
such that
X(I J-ary
R, C D,I~
xD,,,, , and for each I E I , an ele

Sectlou 4, we show how the user queries to the database
and the useful knowledge for KE!S are expressed m &
We provide the former m terms of some specific form of
formulas of & and the latter m terms of five axiom
schemas In Sectlon 5, we introduce the mference procedure of KFX3 and illustrate by an example how the
inference IS made from the axioms and the query expressions We also discuss the soundness of such mference
Finally m Section 6, we show how the partltlons of each
relation are determined from the estimated URC’s
2. Many-sorted
ables &2.1. Modelling

Laugusge

with

aggregate

ment G E C, 1san element of D,
Let the relations shown m Figure 2 be a fraction of
an auto corporation database Here let the relation
DEALERS store the mformatlon about the dealers with
whom the corporation has transactions, let the relation
SALES be the sales transactions between the dlvlslons
of the corporation and the dealers (the dlvlslons of the
corporation supply items to the dealers), and let the relation ITEMS be the mformatlon about the transactions
between the corporations and the dealers (the corporation buys resources from some dealers) Let d# , ~:cm# ,
and SV# stand for a dealer number, an item number,
and a dlvlslon number, respectively Then the manysorted structure defined for the auto corporation database,
DB(Auto),
IS
DB(Auto) =
say

vari-

a Database

We first formahze a database as a many-sorted
structure Our mtentlon 1s then to define a first order
language associated with the structure so that knowledge
about the database and the user demands for the database can be described m this language The way we
model the database IS similar to what has been described
m [G&178] where the elementary facts of a real world
are viewed as a loGcal structure and the general facts as
a theory whose model ~9the loe;lcal structure

),(tTEMS,DEALERS,SALES,
},
<t :tem# ,d# ,
(B47,V02,
)> where ctcm# , d# ,
deslgnate sort

domains and B47, V02,
are constant symbols which
are the members of :tcm# sort domain, and so on
Associated with a logcal structure as above, we
introduce a first-order language & without function
symbols & is unusual m that the syntactic oblects
called aeereeate variables are addltlonally featured m
Its alphabet

Suppose I and J are a domam index set and a
relation mdex set respectively A database DB 19 an
ordered structure DB= < (D,),E,, {R,),.g, {C,},,, >
with associated function X J-+N+ such that for each
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A!&

OlA
03A
07A
26M
33B
48B
55L
65B
86L
70A

address
Ann Arbor
Dearborn
Fhnt
Cleveland
Cleveland
Rockford
Fhnt
Detroit
Nile
Lansing

name
item#
Eland
B47
white 7
CO6
squ 11”
Nil
dlstrlbu
PO2
radiator
PO3
so1
In 8080
battery
so2
Astre
VOl
V03 1 Camaro
WOQ
X89

d-type
51
30
50
20
30
31
51
20
23
70

Figure 2

2.2. syntax

SALES

ITEMS

DEALERS

l-type
bus
Pamt
nut
engn
engm
elect
elect
sedan
sedan

OlAP
OlPP
OlPP
02AP
02PP
03PP
03PP
04AP
OSAP
OSPP

07A
55L
07A
OlA
03A
OlA
03A
OlA
55L
55L

WOQ
so1
PO2
EM7
PO2
PO3
so2
vo3
V03
so2

A fraction of an auto corporation database

of r,

as (1) If Q E Atom(

then a E Form(Lc) , (11) d
, then so are 1 a, (a + /?), and VU,Jo ,
(111)nothing else, except those obtained by funte apphcaThe definable syntions of (1) and (II), 1s m Form(Lc)

In & , we mtroduce two types of vanables, called
simple variables and aggregate variables The simple
variables of Lr, are the same as the sort variables of
which
L ,,, , for instance, the variables z,‘, z,~,
range over the sort domain D, The aggregate variables
are syntactically ordinary sort variables, but semantltally they are variables whose ranges of mterpretatlon
are restricted to unary relations mstead of sort domains
Formally stated, If an aggregate uanable of aorf 8 IS of
the form zIcp, then z,~’ ranges over the unary relation
indicated by P which IS a subset,of the sort domain D,

a,,9 E Form(Lc)

tactic obJects U , n , f , and 3, and the standard
notions such as sentences are also introduced as usual
As an exaniyle, let Lx associated with the database
structure DB(Auto) be & (DB(Auto)
Assummg that
we will be provided all the symbols needed for
< ( It, De, Sa,
},
Lx (DB (Auto 11, Lc(DB(Auto))=
{ B47, VOl,
}, p > where It, De, and So are the
predicate symbols mdicatmg the relations ITEMS,
DEALERS, and SALES, respectively, and 847 and VOl
are the constant symbols which belong to the :tem#
sort domain, and p IS the arlty function associated with
the predicate symbols

Defmltloq 2 1 A many-sorted language wrth aggregate
vattables & associated with a database structure DB
then consists of the foIlowmg (1) parentheses (, ), and a
symbol C , (2) constant symbols c,‘,
?Cl“(I), for
, z,‘(‘) and
each I E f , (3) simple variables z,‘,
aggregate variables z,CP*,
7 2,cp’(s)for each I E I ,
where P, ,
, P&c,, are predicate symbols , (4) a
X(j)-ary predicate symbol R, for each j E J , (5) lopcal connectives v , and -* , and (6) universal quantifier

2.3. Interpretation

of &

Given a formula m &, Its mterpretatlon m the
structure DB requires the defmltlon of a variable
assignment function 8 as follows

V

Defmltlop 2 2 For the set V of variables of & and
the universe {D,),El of structure DB, 8 IS an assi@;nsuch that for a simple
ment function, d V-,UD,,
1
variable z,J , 8 (z,J) = (I , where a E D, , and for an
aggregate variable zlcp, a(z,‘q = a , where d PDB
(P DB C D ) IS the unary relation intended by P in

Based on this language, the terms of & are the
constant symbols, the simple variables, and the aggreThe set of atomre formulae of
gate variables
L, , Atom (L,) , 1s the collection of all the expressions of
and
the form R,(t,,
f h(,)) 7 where jEJ
The
set
of
weN,tA(,)
are
the
terms
of
h
t1,
jormed formulas of L, , Form (Lx) , 19defined recursively

DB ,,ei
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The vahdlty of each formula IS then determined by
the followmg interpretation rules

The compactness of & over L, can be Illustrated
by an example Suppose L, (DB(Auto)) 1s the L,
associated with DB(Auto), and Lc(DB(Auto))
ts the
LC associated with DB(Auto)
Consider the two logscab eqUlWh?nt SentenWS,
(2 1) m L, (DB(Auto)) and
(2 2) in & (DB(Auto)) , namely,

Defmltlog 2 3 For a formula $JE Form(L,-J , the satlsfaction of 4 with respect to 8 m DB IS defined as
follows

(1)

Vz & Vz (Sa(z,y,z)fl
M vy vzEP Sa(z,y,tEP)

(2)

iff

for

For aggregate variable z,“,
&
VzIcp $ [a]
for any 0 E PDB, bB
rl)[s(z,“I
a)],

lff

For simple variable 2,’ , bB

any a ED,,
(5)

&

where for variables u,
d(“m laXvt)=

h,J $J[a]

+b(ztl~)l

and vk ,

n , and 3 can be also easily defined

(2 2)

Previously m [ShIr84], we discussed the correctness
of & , 1e , the theoretical basis for mtroducmg aggregate variables as a part of a first-order language Here
we only discuss the slgmflcance of &
m our
knowledge-based approach
The slgmflcance of & 1s two fold (1) It permits
the mtroductlon of a type of variable, namely, the aggregate variable whose range 19 restricted to a subset of a
sort domain, something which cannot be done m L,
The structure, however, needs to be augmented by the
unary predicate which represents the range of the aggregate variable (2) & provides more compact expressive
power than provided by L, , and consequently, to a
certain extent, it becomes possible to develop a simple
syntactic matching process with which the knowledge
about the data expressed m & can be apphed to the
user queries expressed m b m an mferencmg manner

lb(z)

(2 3)

vzcp

d(zEP)

(2 4)

3. Query Representation

in L.z

The Bsue of how the user queries should be
expressed 1swhether the user queries can be expressed m
an efficient and modular way so that the knowledge
about the data can be applied to the user queries m a
deductive way With this m mind, we define a class of
formulas of & as follows
pefmltlop 2 4
form if, for
3”,,
c

, “, I

# To dlstmguusb R, ae an element of DE from that of L,

VZEP

Let D, be the sort domain to which z belongs and
PDB E D, such that 1PDB 1 << I D, ] Though the
mterpretatlons of both are identical, the difference ~3
that the vahdlty of (2 4) 1sdetermined after substltutmg
zcp only for the values of PDB, whereas the validity of
(2 3) 1s determined after substltutmg z for all the
values of D,

of &

+ If A LSa formula havmg free varmbles v1 ,
then we sometlmes
wrote A (vl ,
) V”) for A

)

(2 1)

Finally, m order to avoid possible mlsmterpretatlon
of an aggregate variable m an expression usmg a
bounded quantifier, we show the following example

d(“b) If”, #“t
a
If v, = vt

As a corollary to the defmltlon, the interpretation of u ,

2.4. Signincance

n ~=a,),

respectively It IS clear that (2 2) 1sexpressed m a more
compact way than (2 1) To make (2 1) meanmgful,
however, DB(Auto)
IS augmented by PDB where
n z =a,, )) How the compact
vz (P(Z)
5 (2=01
n
expressive power of & leads to developing a syntactic
matching process useful for our purpose will be described
in Section 5

(3)

(4)

z=al n

(1)

,

usuallya superscrIptL(Iused, as m R,“, but It LI)omltted m our con-

(2)

I”1
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$4~~,

3v,,

where {v,~,

, v,~}

IS a simple or an aggregate vari-

“,, ll:Sn,
able, and
rM”1

, v,),

, vI } , such that

Y

las

text a9 long ae the dlstmctlon remams clear

For a E Form (Lx), u IS in C-normal
some n LO, Q B of the form

?

, v,)

is a conjunction of atomic formu-

(I) Functional Dependency Axiom (FDA) : Functional dependency (FD) m a relation 19 a well known
concept Any type of FD can be expressed m the form

Let (11E Form (LX) have n free variables Let
stand for the followmg n-ary relation
defined m DB
DEF(DB,$)

DEF(DB,dd

- No,,

,a">

of schema discussed below and also any axiom of this
schema describes a FD (e g (4 4))

l=DLJ sl,bl)

where 8 1s a variable assignment function defined m
Definition 2 2 We can here prove that with ~6 being a
C-normal form, the mmlmal capablhty of a query
representation formahsm m the sense of [Codd72] 1s
achieved by the expression DEF (DB ,$) For details see
[Shin851

FDA
Given an n-ary relation R whose attrlbute mdex set N { 1 ,
, n } , if there 19 a FD from
2,, to FB where A and B are the subsets of
(17
7n 1, and A n B IS not necessarily the
empty set, then the FD 19 expressed as
vifA v%f EC e.,
SC (R(.&,%f,&)
n
--n zm’ - arm/)) where
R(X,,,YB ,Y,)+
(z,,= v,, n

As an example, suppose a user query to DB(Auto )
IS “What are the addresses of the dealers which were
supplied ltem# = B47, VOI, or VO3?" Without using
aggregate variables, one way to express the query 1s
DEF(DB(Aulo),$+ u &u h) where
$1=3z

3v3v

92 =3z

3~ 3~ (Sa(z,v,Vol)n

fo3=3

3

3

all the variables of zA ,&
simple variables,
c-(1,

De(v,u,v)),and

(Sa(z,v,v03)nDe(v,u,~))

Using an aggregate variable, however, the dlsJunctlvely
conjoined formula $, U $$ U +a collapses into a Cnormal form formula q1 as follows If J 1s defined to
be M?(J(z) f (z =B47 u z=VOlU z=VO3)) ,then
r-7De(v,u,v))

,nJ 1, and

uB)

F&jGiven an n-ary relation R 1 and an
m-ary relation R, whose attribute index sets are
(11
, n 1 and i 1,
, m ) respectwely, d the
values of T,, of R, are restricted to the values of ya

(3 1)

of R,, where A C(l,
, n), BG{l,
, ml,
and 1A 1<m , then such relationship between these two
R,
and
R,
IS
relations
expressed
89

As long as the role of DEF(DB , ) becomes clear,

from here on we consider the formulas 111C-normal form
as the appropriate representations for the user querlea

3% R,(FA,%))
where all
the variables of FA ,&’ , and %j are snnple vanables,
and
A’-(1,
n)-A
and
B’={l,
, m)-B
We say ihat R, B RArelated to R,
kff,, (ah!

4. Axiomatic

B’ = B - A = (1’ ,

7 n}-(A

(ii) Relationship
Axiom @A) : The knowledge
embedded m this schema 19that the values of some attrlbutes of a relation are restricted to only the values of the
corresponding attributes of some other relation kvloms
m this schema describe whether any two relations are
jomable, and d they are, then via which attribute(s) they
are Jomable (e g , (4 5))

(So(z,v,B47)nDc(v,u,v)),

‘II =32 3v 3 ” 3~ (Sa(z,v,r”)

, & , FB, , and yc are

knowledge identification

In a knowledge-based system, the types of
knowledge to be included m Its knowledge base generally
depend on the domam of the knowledge to be utlhzed
We postulate that the types of knowledge which are use
ful for the purpose of KBS fall into the followmg five
types of axiom schemas We first brlefly explam what IS
meant by each axiom schema, and then show the schema
representation m I& Examples of each schema are also
given later m this sectlon These examples are mdlcated
at each schema descrlptlon To simplify the expressions,
we adopt some abbrevlatlons If A IS an index set
, a,}, then ?A and QTA are the abbrevlA ={a,,
,z,” and Qz,,
ations of the sequences zo,,
92.. ,

(iii)

R,(FA,h')--r

Inherency

Axiom

(IA)

: This IS the type of

knowledge which plays the key role m KM, since
URC's can be more precisely estimated by knowing the
relationships between the fractions of relations The
type of knowledge m this schema con&s of the mherlted facts specifying how the fractions of relations are
interrelated with each other (e g , (4 3))
LA
relation
( 1,

respectively, where Q 19either V or 3
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Let an n-ary relation R, and an m-ary
whose attribute
index sets are
, n ) and ( 1 ,
, m ) respectively, be
R, ,

In fact, KB IS a proper subset of the
quences of KB
complete theory KB(DB)
defined on the database
structure DB, 1 e , KB C KB(DB)
By this we mean
that KB IS a collection of knowledge selected from
KB(DB)
which 19 of interest to the DB designer of a
specific apphcatlon domain In our case, the knowledge
needed to estimate the URC’s IS contained m the five
types of axioms

related by an axiom of RA on the attributes zA ,
Then
a relationship
,n }
where A 5 { 1,
between some fractions of these two relations RI
the
expressed m
form
of
and
R2
IS
tiA (3&

3%*$&,&
,x,-J~~~ R&,&I,))
where possibly some variables of FAl , FA* , and ye are
aggregate

uarrabtes

,

A’ = (1,

,n}

-

A,

,m}- A, A’ 19some attribute index set of
with
and
RA-related
RI,
flFA ,yAJ &*) E Form(Lc) w a conJunctlon of atomic

B--(1,
relations

19indeed the collection of the axioms which
actually take part m the syntactic mference procedure of
KBS (which we will introduce m Section 5 ) KBcH
cons&s of two types of axioms (I) the IA axioms m
KB each of which has a correspondmg FDA axiom m
KB , and (11) a class of axioms equivalent to the IA
axioms m KB each of which 19 derived from the IA
axioms m KB by using the relevant RA axioms The
equivalent axioms are also L4 axioms Because both the
and the L4
types of the axioms m KBcH are IA ax101119
axioms are C-Horn formulas, KBcH IS called a C-Horn
knowledge base In the followmg it will be shown by an
example how KBcH ~9constructed from KB
In this
example it will also be clarified why the FDA, FM, GDA,
and VDA axioms are included in KB
KB,,

formulas of & including R ,(js, ,y,+ )
Here we notice that any axiom m this schema 19 a
C-Horn formula ( C-Horn jormula M a variation of Horn
formula m which variables m the formula may be aggregate variables)
(iv) Ground Deflnlng Axiom (GDA) : As stated pre
v~ously whenever a new aggregate variable, say z,“, 19
mtroduced, the database structure DB 19augmented by
PDB , so that
the set deslgnated by P, I e
bB
P(q) [a] lff ((2,) E PDB where PDB G D,
In order to have such an expansion of DB, the members
of PDB are exphcltly defmed m GDA schema m terms of
the constants of & (e g , (4 1))

Let the knowledge provided by a DB designer be
“All the dealers who are supphed car Items are the car
dealers” Let 847, VOl , VO3, and Wo9 be the only
car items, and let 50 and 51 be the only car dealer
types If P and Q are dermed by

Gwen a unary predicate P to be
GDA schema
introduced, the GDA schema 19represented m the form,
u z -c”)),
where C’ ,
vi? (P(2) f (2 - cl u
l<:<n,
19 a constant symbol of a sort domain to
which the aggregate vanable accompanymg P belongs

b!z (P(z)f(z=B47~z=VOlUz=V03Uz=WO9))
Vz (Q(z)

(v) Virtual Defining Axiom (VDA) : When defining
the set designated by a unary predicate, a formula conslstmg of already exlstmg relation predicates may be
used instead of the constant symbols of & (e g , (4 6))

=G (z-50

(4 1)

u z=51)),

then a direct recapitulation of the above knowledge m an
ordinary many-sorted language IS
b (32 34s4~4,4np(4)+
(4 2)

Given a unary predicate P to be
VDA schem
introduced, the VDA schema 19represented m the form,
ifz (P(z) Z a(z)), where Q(Z)E Form(Lc) and z 19
the only free variable m o(z )

31 3

(De(v,u,v)

n

Q(v)))

By introducing the aggregate variables zcp and vc4 ,
(4 2) Is equivalently expressed as
\Ir (32 3P

In the rest of this section, we show how the
knowledge base of KBS 19 constructed The knowledge
base of KBS consists of two levels, which we denote by
KB IS the knowledge base constlKB and KBcH
tutmg the five types of axioms which have been intrc+
duced so far, and KBcH 19a subset of the logcal conse-

So(z,y,r~P)

+
(4 3)

3u 3vc4 Dc(y,u,vc*))
Clearly (4 3) Is an L4 aiom So (4 3) e an element of
KB
In the process of generating (4 3), it 19requved to
add the axioms of (4 1) m KB as GDA axioms m order
to make P and Q meaningful predicate symbols
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addition to (4 3), its equivalent axiom (4 7) 19also needed
to be included m KB,,
We notice that though
KBEH contains only IA axioms (which are all E-Horn
formulas), the other types of axioms have been indirectly
embedded m the construction of KB~”

At this time It IS not certam whether (4 3), mcluded
m KB, IS a useful L4 axiom for our purpose This
requires the presence of a corresponding FDA axiom m
Suppose the followmg FDA axiom from d# to
KB
d-type m DEALERS IS included in KB
Vz b Vz lj~‘vZ’(De(z,y,z)

n De(z,y’,z’)

-+ z=z’)

(44)

6. Inference Procedure and Its Illustration
Then (4 3) m conJunctlon with (4 4) assuresus that using
(4 3) m the inference procedure of KE3Swill not lead to
an incorrect ldentlficatlon of CJRC’s We illustrate this
by an example later m Section 5 For this reason we
include m KBzH only the L4 axioms which have their
correspondmg FDA axioms m KB
Thus (4 3) 1san element of KBcH

Here we describe how the knowledge about the
data, I e , KBxH , 19 applied to the user queries, 1e ,
query expressions m C-normal form, via the inference
procedure of KBS We abbreviate the inference pre
cedure by the symbol “ +P”
“ w”
requires two
prehmmary steps to be taken for the formulas m KBcH
and the query expressions m C-normal form Each formula m KBcH B to be converted mto an exlstentlal
quantifier free form, and each query expression m Cnormal form 19 to be exlstentlally closed and assumed
valid m the structure DB
Once these steps are performed, all the quantifiers can be omitted from the formulas m KBcH and the query expressions This IS possible because the formulas m KBEH are only universally
quantified and the query expressions are only exlstentlally quantified

We now show how KBcH B expanded by adding
new L4 axioms to enlarge the class of user queries that
can be handled by the KBS These new axioms are
equivalent to the ongmal L4 axioms included m KBcH ,
and they are generated m conJunctlon with some
relevant RA axioms m KB Suppose there 19a relationship between SALES and ITEMS via :tem# , which IS
expressed by a RA axiom such as
vi (32 3v So(z,y,z)

+

3w 3r R(z,w,t))

(45)

The query expressions m Z-normal form are exlstentlally closed as usual The formulas m KBcH are converted mto exlstentlal quantifier free forms by the usual
procedure called Skolemlzatlon The Skolermzatlon for
the formulas of & differs from the ordmary Skolemlzatlon only by the fact that here when a Skolem function
1sintroduced, its range needs to be restricted to a unary
relation which 19the same as the range of the vanable to
be replaced by the function

If the aggregate vmable shown m the antecedent of (4 3)
unraveled, (43) 19 equivalently expressed as
1s
var(32 3z(So(z,v,z)
n P(z)) + 3~ 3vc*De(v,u,vc9))
The unary predicate P which was once defined in terms
of constants can now be defined m terms of the predlLet R be a unary predicate whose mterpretacate If
tlon m the structure DB 19 RDB = {sedan, bud, van}
pDB fact
that
the
from
Then
310 3rCR I~(z,w,t~~)),
introduced by a VDA axiom
DEF(DB,

u (P(z) f

3w 3P

The Skolemlzatlon step needs no Justlflcatlon as
long as the Skolemlzed formulas are equivalent to the
formulas prior to Skolemlzatlon The other step, however, needs Justlficatlon because when the query expressions are exlstentlally closed, the resulting formula may
no longer be valid m the structure if the solution to the
query IS empty This step 19Justified, however, by the
fact that the exlstentlally closed formula 19used only to
determine the fractions of the database referred to by

the meanmg of P IS

R(z,w,tER))

(46)

where the meaning of the predicate R 1sdefined by the
axiom
# (R(z) f (z-uedon U z-h
IJ
GDA
z =van )) Now by usmg (4 6), (4 3) can be eqmvalently
expressed as
v (32

32

3~

3tCR(sa(2,v,~)

n

the query Whether a query has an empty solution IS
irrelevant for determining the fractions of the database
referred to by the query

II(z,w,P~))

(47)
-

3U3V ‘0 De(y,u,v’*))

Once the prehmmary steps are made, “ w”
mampulates the matrices of the Skolemlzed formulas m

Here, (4 7) IS again an IA axiom, and so, (4 7) IS mcluded
m KBcH
In Section 5, we show by an example why m
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KBcH
with the matrrces of the exrstentrally closed
query expressrons In order to describe “ b”,
we first
define two notions, namely “match” and “testr:ctable”
Let KB&
be the collection of all the matrices of the
Skolemlzed formulas in KBcH
Let Q,” be the collection of all the exrstentral closed query expressrons which
we are concerned with, for example, the user provided
queries from which we are trying to derive the URC’s
For q E Q,” , let SUB(q) stand for the collectron of all
the subformulas of q Each formula m SUB(q) IS
again a conjunction of atomic formulas Since any formula m KBcH rs of IA schema, rt follows that any formula m KBFH rs of the form 11,--c R (tl ,
9 f”)
where + rs a conJunctron of atomic formulas and
, t, ) rs an atomic formula with R being a
R(t, t
relation predicate and some of the terms among
being Skolem functrons We use this fort 1”
:1 t
mality m defmmg the following notions

We say that for q E QC”’ and K, E KB$
of the form
+, dR(f,,
,t,),
Kl
matches
‘II E SUB(Q)
K,
DEF (DB ,a 1 E DEF W

K,
(1)

4, )

q

Let MATCH(q,) be all the formulas m KB&,
which match with q,
If MATCH(q,)
IS
empty, go to Step 5 , otherwrse go to Step 4

Step 4

Do while MATCH(q,)

IS not empty,

1

let K,

2

MATCH(q,)

3

let q’ = q’ 1K, only rf q’
tractable by K, ,

be an element of MA TCH( q, ) ,
= MATCH(q,)-

K, , and
IS res-

and go to Step 5
Step 5

Let W = W - q, If
otherwrse go to Step 2

19 empty, stop ,

W

The above procedure always stops at Step 5 with q ’
being a revised version of q E Q,“’ When rt IS convenient, we abbreviate the whole procedure by
In the followmg we rllustrate
K%bUq
t-cl*

with

“ ++”

SOme

Suppose the query we are concerned with rs ql III
(3 I) The exrstentral closure qe of ql rs then

IS restrwtabte

lf

by

qc=3z

rf the followmg two condltrons are satrsfred

, t. ) of K, , there
(2) for the consequent R (tl ,
rs an atomic formula R, (tf ,
, t,‘) m q such
that (I) R and R, are rdentrcal relation predrcates, and (II) there 1s a variable t,r and a Skolem
function t, such that Ron (t, ) C Ron (t,y , where

Let q, be an element of W, and go to Step 3

3u 3v(So(z,y,zn’)nDe(y,u,v))

(51)

(So(z,y,z “)-

De(y,u,v’*))

qf vz vzEP (So(z ,v,zEP) 4
(52)
De (v ,v (v ,z ,zcp h/o (I 1%,zcp ))) ,

where g(v ,z ,zcp) and /*(v,z ,zcp) are the Skolem
functions which replace u and vco , respectively We
notice that the range of f* (I ,z ,zcp) rs denoted by the
superscript Q which IS the range of ~‘4
Here, (5 2)
clearly shows how the relatrons SALES and DEALERS
are related fragment by fragment, namely CAR-SALES
Now
of SALES and CAR-DEALERS of DEALERS
let the matrlces of (5 1) and (5 2) be q and K, ,
respectively The followmgs hold So(z ,v,zn’) m q
matches with the antecedent So(z ,v,zCP) of K, , 1 e ,

“ t-p”

Step 2

3~"

The above formula IS Skolemrzed to

We call (R , R,) a restnctm pair If q 1srestrrctable
by K, 9 we restrrct q by K, using the followmg process For each restrrctron pan (R , R, ) , d the variable
1: m R, and the Skolem function t, m R satrsfy
the relatronshrp Ron(t,) C Ron (t,? , then substitute t,’
by a variable v whose range Ron (u ) - Ron (t, ) We
denote the restrrcted q by q 1K,
“ l-+” applies
KB$,
to a q E Qb to produce q* whrch IS
equivalent to q
q’ shows more precise URC’s than
what q does The inference procedure “ w”
rs the
following

Let q’ = q , W = SUB(q),

3~

g vz vz cp 3u 3u-7

by Ron (t ) we mean the range of the term t

Step 1

by an example

We now show how the L4 axrom (43) m KBcH IS
apphed to qc of (5 1) to derive q ’ m a purely syntacFirst, (4 3) rs converted to a prenex
tic way by I’ b”
normal form such as

There rs q, E SUB( q ) which matches K, , and

Inference Procedure

Step 3

DEF(DB(Auto),So(z

and go to Step 2

9y fz”))

5

DEF(DB(Auto),So(z,y,zCP))
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Also, Q 19 restrlctable by K,

to the JA axiom used m “ j-+”
In our example, smce
the mcluslon of the LA axiom (43) in KB,,, has been
accompamed by the FDA axiom (4 4) m KB, It can be
easily shown that

since there 1s a restnc-

tlon pair ( De(~,8(9,2,~~~),f*(y,z,%~~)),
Dc(Y,u,u))
where Ran(f4(y,z,zcP)) C Ran(w)
Therefore, by
substltutmg II m De(y,u ,u) by the variable wcQ
whose range IS ldentlcal to that of f Q(y,z ,rCP)) , Q’

DEF(DB(Auto),3u

IS concluded to be

3vcQ Dc(y,u,u’*))n

DEF(DB(Auto),3u
q’=S4(2,y,zC’)

r-l Dc(y,u,uFQ)

3~‘~’

Dc(y,u,v’*‘))

where VZ(Q’(Z) f 7 Q(z))
In other words this
means that we can safely interpret (5 3) more restnctlvely as “All the dealers who are supplied items B47,
VOI, or V03 are car dealers”

The URC’s mdlcated by q ’ m (5 3) are the defmed
relations
DEF(DB(Auto),S4(z,y,zC’)),
and
DEF(DB(Aut4),Dc(y,u,oC4)),
whereas those mdlcated
by
q
are
the
defined
relations
DEF(DB(Aufo),S4(z,y,zC’)),
and
DEF(DB(Auto ),De (v ,u ,u )) It IS clear that q ’ shows
more precise URC’s than what q does

Finally we illustrate the reason why KBcH IS
needed to be expanded by the axioms equivalent to its
IA axtxloms Suppose the user query q1 m (3 1) had been
equivalently given as q2 ,

In general, for any symbolic mampulatlon procedure
designed to carry out inference, it needs to be Justified
that whether the result obtained syntactically 19 indeed
valid semantically What matters IS the soundness issue
of “ b”
In addition, it needs to be Justified that q
and q’ are equivalent These two issues are formalized
by the followmg two theorems

q* =32 3w 3r CR 32 3y 3u ( ff(Z,W,fER)
t-l Sa(z,y,r)n

De(y,u,u))

where Vz (R(z) 5 (z =sedan U z =bur U z =von))
q
be the matrix of the exlstentlal closure of q2 ,
q = ff(z,w,fCR) n Sa(z,y,r) n De(y,u,u)

Theorem 5 1

The Soundness of “ ++”

Then no subformulas of

Equivalence of

For
q E Q," , let
DEF(DB,q) = DEF(DB,q’)

q

KB&uq

q’

(54)

q

(4 7) to the prenex normal form, slmllar procedure can
be applied to (5 4) and (4 7), as had been done for (5 1)
and (5 2), to conclude q ’ ,

and q ’
H

Let

matches (5 2) although
semantically matches (5 2)
It(2,~F)n
SO(Z,Y,Z)
However, we can stdl derive the revlsed version q ’ of
q
m (5 4) by usmg the IA axiom (4 7) which has been
previously shown equivalent to (5 2) After convertmg

bq’
If 9; and
For q E QP , let KB&Uq
qc’
IS the exlstentlal closures of q and q ’ , respectively, then KB& u qt bB
q,’

Theorem 5 2

= 4

(5 3)

Then

Q

' =

ff(t,~,f~~)

n Sa(z,y,z)n

De(y,u,w’*)

(55)

We see that (5 5) shows more precise URC’s than what
(5 4) does, and the argument sumlar to the previous one
can be provided to show that (5 4) and (5 5) are
equivalent queries

Proofs m full details can be found m (Shin851 Here we
simply argue their correctness with respect to the prevlous example
As far as the soundness of “ w”
IS concerned, it
can be easily argued as follows as long w we know that
all the dealers who are supphed the cars are the car

6. Horisontsl

Partitioning

In this section we discuss the followmg two ISWS
first, how do we use the estimated CJRC’s for partitionmg the relations’, and second, how should we interpret
the partitions of the relations obtained by our approach?
The first issue IS straightforward We view each revlsed
version of a query, say q ’ , as a way of obtammg a
blpartltlon of each relation referred to by q’
That 19,

dealers and that there are some dealers who have been
supphed items 847, VOl, or VO3 which are the cars, it 19
valid to conclude that there are some dealers who are car
dealers
The equivalence of q an q’ can be proved in
conJunctlon with a FDA axiom m KB which corresponds
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a relation being referred to by q’ 19 divided mto two
fragments, one part needed to answer q ’ and the other
not needed For instance, m our example, we obtain
from the revised query expression (5 3) a blpartltlon of
namely,
CAR-DEALERS
DEALERS ,
and
NON-CAR-DEALERS
, and a blpartltlon of SALES ,
namely, CAR-SALES and NON-CAR-SALES (see Figure 3) We notice that the blpartltlon of DEALERS 1s
not derivable from the orlgmal query expression (3 1)

ordinary many-sorted language IS extended In this
extended language, the user queries are expressed m a
specific form, and the knowledge useful for our purpose
1s identified by five types of axiom schemas The
knowledge 1s applied to each query expression via an
inference mechanism to derive a revised query expression From the revised query expressions, CJRC’s are
estimated Horizontal partltlonmg 1s baaed on the
estimated URC ‘s

In fact, more than one query possibly refer to each
specific relation m the database Let Q ‘(R ) be the collection of the restricted versions of queries referring to
One way to obtain a partition of the
the relation R
relation R IS to intersect all the possible blpartltlons,
each of which 1s obtained from each restricted query
expression in Q ‘(R )
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Various data allocation algorithms such as [MoLe77,
IrKh79, Aper81, CeNW83] can be used to determine an
optimal or suboptimal dispersion of the data by treating
the fragments aa the unit obJects of dlstnbutlon The
fragments can be flexibly dlstrlbuted over a network
7. Conclusion
We have described a knowledge-based approach m
which URC’s 19 derived from the user queries to the
database and the knowledge about the data In order to
describe the user queries and the knowledge, the

CAR-SALES
CAR-DEALERS
~

Eii

DEALERS

SALES
NON-CAR-DEALERS
\I

-d#
O3A

26M
33B
48B
65B
66L
70A

address
Dearborn
Cleveland
Cleveland
Rockford
Detroit
Nile

Lansing
Figure 3

NON-CAR-SALES

d-type
30
20
30
31
20
23
70

Blpartltlons of DEALERS
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and SALES

Artlflclal Intelligence Apphcatlons, Denver,
Colorado, Dee 1084
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